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Nepleslian Star Army 1st Destroyer Squadron
“ Avengers “

Part of the Nepleslian 1st assault fleet, this squadron is composed of 10 DD4 class destroyers and their
power armor detachments.

Avengers in Roleplay

The Avengers are an NPC squadron and do not have their own sub forum. The Avengers take pride in
being [i]the[/i] 1st squadron of destroyers in the 1st assault fleet. They often can be overheard gloating
that they get all the action even though the NSS Alliance steals all the glory. The 1st squadron has
officers that keep things slightly more professional than normal for Nepleslians and it is common to see
the hallways of their ships with at least one marine on cleaning duty.

Insignia

The Avenger’s Insignia is a yellow number 1 on a green shield background with a black outlined yellow
ribbon across the one that reads ‘Nevar Forget!’ and has the date and time of the Red’s first major attack
on the Nepleslian shipyards. Most members of the avengers squadron have replaced the date and time
with the name of someone they know who has been killed by a red. A second emblam is the image of a
dark skinned nespleslian male in an afro, and wearing a buisness suit, saying “Nevar Forget!”

History

The Avengers squadron was created in YE 29 and originally composed of 10 DD4 class destroyers with
medical bay upgrades and a full compliment of powered armors. They were originally part of the 1st
Assault Fleet “retribution” which was formed to re-take the planet Kennewes from the Red Faction.

Role Play Opportunities

Current Players

Squadron Status

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=plots:nss_alliance
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Undamaged

8 DD4-class Destroyer

Damaged

NSS Retribution Shield: 6 Armor: 4 -External Weapon Systems Melted

NSS Vengeful Shield: 6 Armor: 4 -Hull Damage Left Side
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